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Letterto the Editor 

Usefdness of chrtxnatagmphic methods for the determimdon of dmg- 
protin binding parameters 

Sit, 
Dr. Parsons’ adysis’ of our paper raises interesting sugestions on which we 

want to comment. The most important point involves the influence of the IISA 
(human serum aIbumiu) concentration in the cohimn used for applying Hummei and 
Dreyer’s me*&odl. 

From a theoreticai point of view, multiple equilibria theory2 gives: 

where f is the mean number of moles of bound @and per mole of macromohcule 
(G., per HSA), n1 the number of binding sites, kl the corresponding association con- 
stant, iAi the concentration of f?ee G,oand and M the number of independent classes of 
binding sites. It is clear that F is independent of the HSA [or polymer (P)] 
concentration. 

However, this assumption is based on the fact that oniy combinations of 1 mole 
of P with I or several moles of A, PA, PA, PA,, . . . . PA,, exist in the solution. If some 
polymerization occurs with P, Pr, P5, ._., P, and if the resulting macromokzule can 
bind A, cqu. 1 cau no longer be used and F depends on the P concentration. 

Cann and II&man3 considered this possibility and concluded that if this event 
occurs, then the chromatogram wih show a third peak, between the &and HSA 
peak and the negative peak that represents the ligand trapped by the protein. In our 
expziments, we have never observed such a third peak and we conclude that such 
an tikrxti~n between HSA molecules is unlikely to occur, 

In drug+protein binding studies at plasma revels, it is important to note that 
the association constants of such interactions are sign&antXy different when measured 
under physioIogical conditions @ISA = $0 g/l) to &OS= SSXZS~~ with HSA = 2 gJ14.5_ 
In OUT previous studies, we never fonnd any difference in the k, V&ES of warftin- 
HSA interactions with HSA concentrations varying from 1 to 10 e/l_ Wowever, we do 
not know what happens at higher concentrations_ 

As emphasizmd by Dr. Parsons, in the Humme! and Dreyer method the 
polymer concentration is not constant but decreases during the elution. We therefore 
checked a new method that hoIds constant the HSA concentration during the biding 
measuremen@. The results in Fig_ 1 indicate that f v&es vary only slightly, but it must 
be recognized that the range of HSA COEL~~OPS was not s&iciently wide_ 

The Hummei and Dreyer method requires a column able to separate the 
complex dxu~lymer from the free ligand6. The area of the complex peak depends 
on the amount of protein injected and the concentration of the ehrting &and, but it 
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Fii. 1. Scatchard pbt for HSA-warf&& interaction at 37°C. 0. Humme 1 and Dreyer m.ethdL; A, 
saturation mahod6 (EISA conawration = 0.4 g/l); A, saturation method6 (HSA concentration = 
LO g/I). 

is independent of lipd injected in excess. We have observed t&e latter property in’ 
all of our experimental determinations. 
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